Pokrovsky. Development of powerful current radio pulses generators (CRPG) for powering high-frequency electromechanical transducers based on IGBT transistors. Methodology. To carry out the research, the statements of the magnetic and electromagnetic fields interaction with electric and ferromagnetic material, electric circuits, structure of radio electronic devices theory were used. Results. The main provisions for creating powerful broadband generators for powering electromagnetic transducers based on IGBT transistors are determined. It is shown that the generators intended for use in measurements, testing and diagnostics should provide adjustment of the frequency and duration of the output current pulses, and also provide current in the transducer inductor of several hundred amperes. The connection between the power frequency of the resonant electromechanical transducer and the gap between the transducer and the surface of the metal being diagnosed is established. A CRPG variant for powering electromagnetic transducers in the frequency range 1...3 MHz and the duration of current pulses of 1...20 periods of the filling frequency is developed and manufactured. The peak current in the inductor of a high-frequency electromagnetic transducer has reached 450 A. Novelty. For the first time, the possibility of using powerful IGBT transistors in electronic devices working in a key mode in push-pull circuits for feeding high-frequency electromechanical transducers is shown. Practical value. Using the results obtained will allow the creation of new instruments for measurement, control and diagnostics with wider characteristics. References 12, figures 6.
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Introduction. Recently, there has been a growing tendency to use pulse high-frequency electromechanical transducers (PHFEMT) [1-4] for measurement, control and diagnostics of electrically conductive and ferromagnetic metal products. PHFEMT can transform electromagnetic energy into high-frequency mechanical (ultrasonic). This transformation is traditionally called electromagnetic-acoustic (EMA) transformation. The physical nature of EMA transformation can be explained with the help of Fig. 1 (1 – the source of a constant polarization field; 2 – high-frequency inductor; 3 – product; 4 – power lines of a constant magnetic field; 5 – field lines of high-frequency electromagnetic field; 6 – vortex current in the surface skin layer of the product). Conductors with flat inductor current are located in parallel with the conductive or ferromagnetic metal surface (OT – object of testing). The current layer has a linear density \( I = I_0 e^{j\omega t} \), which induces a current \( I_f = -I_0 \) and creates a uniform magnetic field with the amplitude \( |H| \propto |I_0| \), where \( j = \sqrt{-1}, \omega \) – the current frequency in the EMAT inductor. A constant polarization magnetic field

Fig.1 The diagram explains the physical effects of electromagnetic field transformation into high-frequency mechanical (ultrasonic) oscillations
with induction $\mathbf{B} = x_0 B_x + y_0 B_y$ is applied to the surface layer of the OT under the inductor. According to [5], alternating stresses are formed in the surface skin layer of the OT, due to the interaction of the magnetic and electromagnetic fields. The total voltage $T_{xx}$ is written in the form

$$T_{xx} = T^E_{xx} + T^M_{xx} + T^C_{xx} = HB \left[ -\frac{H-1}{\mu} - j\alpha \beta^2 \right],$$  

where $T^E_{xx}$ – the stresses formed due to the electrodynamic effect (Lorentz forces); $T^M_{xx}$ – voltages formed due to magnetic interaction; $T^C_{xx}$ – the stresses formed due to magnetostrictive effects; $\beta$ – generalized parameter that is equal to the ratio of the wave numbers of mechanical and electromagnetic waves $\beta^2 = \frac{\mu_0}{c^2} \frac{\mu_0}{\mu} \frac{1}{\mu};$

$H$ – the intensity of the alternating magnetic field; $\mu_0$ – the magnetic constant $4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ H/m}$; $\mu$ – the relative magnetic permeability; $c_t$ – the propagation velocity of the high-frequency elastic shear perturbation in the OT material; $\omega$ – the frequency of high-frequency elastic mechanical oscillations, which coincides with the frequency of the high-frequency current in the EMA transducer’s inductor; $\alpha$ – the magnetostrictive constant; $j = \sqrt{-1}; \sigma$ – electric conductivity of the OT material.

Analysis of the equation (1) shows that the magnitude of the mechanical variable stresses depends on the induction of the polarization magnetic field and the current magnitude in the inductor. When diagnosing ferromagnetic materials, it is very difficult to generate an induction value of the magnetic field in the excitation zone of high-frequency mechanical oscillations of more than 1 T. On the other hand, it is not advisable to significantly increase the induction of the polarization magnetic field, since the EMAT attractive force to the ferromagnetic product will be significant. As a result, it is difficult to scan the OT during diagnostics.

Pulse current in the EMAT inductor can theoretically be increased without special restrictions up to tens of kiloamperes, for example by means of mechanical interrupters. However, it is impossible to use such generators in devices, especially in small ones. In addition, the problem arises when forming high-frequency current pulses in the range from tenths to tens of MHz.

This problem can be solved by increasing the peak power of current pulse sources (CPS) [6-11]. The authors in [6, 7] propose to use powerful short unipolar pulses for powering the PHFEMT, which are not difficult to obtain, for example, with the help of thyristors. However, such pulses have a wide frequency spectrum, which reduces their efficiency at given values of diagnostic frequencies. In articles [8-11], it is proposed to apply a pulse packet of certain duration and with a specified filling frequency to feed PHFEMT. In this case, the output voltage in the device [8] does not exceed 300 V, which is unacceptable. The generator [9] allows obtaining significant pulse currents in the load. However, it is made on high-voltage high-frequency electron tubes GM-83, which require cumbersome high-voltage power supplies. Such generators consume a lot of electricity. The device is dangerous for maintenance staff. The power sources given in [10, 11] are more promising, but they do not allow increasing the output power. Therefore, the development of high-power CPS is of great interest.

The aim of the paper is to develop the main regulations for the creation of powerful current pulse sources for feeding high-frequency electromechanical transducers for measuring, monitoring and diagnostics of electrical devices based on IGBT transistors.

Research and analysis of the developed results. Analysis of known literature sources [1-11] allowed formulating requirements for CPS, which should provide EMAT feeding, for example, described in [1-4], in the most constantly used frequency range. It should be formed in EMAT with an input resistance from fractions of up to several $\Omega$ current pulse packets with a filling frequency from 1 to 3 MHz. The period’s number of the pulse filling frequency should be adjustable in the range 1 ... 20 pcs. The maximum peak amplitude of the current in the transducer conductors should reach several hundred amperes. The repetition frequency of the probing pulses should be regulated in the range from 0.01 to 1 kHz, depending on the OT scanning speed.

The authors based on the analysis of the power electronics elements characteristics came to the conclusion that it is expedient to use powerful IGBT transistors in the output stages. To test this assumption, experimental studies were performed of the capabilities of several modern powerful comparatively high-frequency IGBT transistors at high frequencies. It is determined that they do not allow creating a sinusoidal output signal. At the same time, it is shown that in the claimed frequency range, some IGBT transistor models switch with sufficient time intervals in push-pull circuits.

To implement the developed technical solution, it is proposed to form the CPS output pulse in the form of a meander, and the sinusoidal component allocation is carried out using the EMAT resonant circuit or a separate filter. This approach makes it possible to provide an acceptable thermal operating mode of the transistors, especially at high probing frequencies, and to obtain significant amounts of excited currents in the load. The expediency of using parallel switching up to 5 transistors in each arm of a push-pull circuit allows increasing the current in the transducer or increasing the voltage due to the use of high-frequency broadband transformers. The pre-switches in front of the output stages must be powerful enough to quickly fill the gate of the IGBT transistors of the CPS output stage. To quickly switch off the output transistors, the resistance of the pre-output transistors in the open state should be minimal.

The expediency of manufacturing CPS in the form of two main blocks – a signal generator with adjustable parameters and a high-frequency broadband power amplifier is specified.

On the basis of this approach CPS has been developed, which allows fulfilling the requirements necessary for feeding EMAT with modern monitoring, measuring and diagnostic tools. As an example of such a development Fig. 2 shows the electrical circuit diagram of a high-power high-frequency broadband generator.

The signal generator with adjustable parameters is made on a microprocessor U4 of the AT90S1200 type.
It forms two sequences of rectangular pulses IN1 and IN2 with an amplitude of 5V with a pulse ratio of 2 (meander) and the phase opposites that are required to power the subsequent CPS stages. The frequency, pulse ration and the number of pulses are controlled by the buttons PQ0-PQ3 and Reset. Each of the two signals from the microprocessor's output goes to the inputs of the buffered repeaters U1 and U3, executed on the chips of 74AC245 type. Buffered repeaters are used to amplify the current output signal, to provide steep edges, form rectangular pulse sequences IN1 and IN2, and to protect the microprocessor in case of short circuits in the amplifier circuit. To increase the output current, 8 inputs and 8 outputs of each buffered repeater are connected in parallel. The time diagrams of the output signals generators are shown in Fig. 3, where: $T_1$ – the sequence period of rectangular pulses; $T_2$ – total duration of the pulse packet; $T_3$ – the interval period of pulse packet; $T_4$ – the duration of the bias pulse.

The outputs of the buffered repeaters U1 and U3 are loaded on the input winding of the high-frequency wideband transformer T1. From the transformer output T1, rectangular pulses in antiphase go to the transistors gates Q1 and Q2, switched on in a push-pull circuit. Switching on transistors at the same time ensures the sequential opening of only one of them and closing of the other one. Simultaneously, a bias pulse is applied to the middle point of the output winding of the transformer T1. It comes from the microprocessor U4 through the buffer U2 (74AC245), providing a rapid opening of the transistors Q1 and Q2 and their subsequent closing after ending the pulse packet. The duration of the bias pulse $T_4$ is equal to the duration of the T2 packet.

From the outputs of transistors Q1 and Q2, square wave pulses of the packet signal are fed to the input of a high-frequency broadband transformer similar to T1 (not shown in the diagram). Rectangular pulses from the output of the second transformer go to the transistors gates Q7 and Q8 (IRF540N), also included in the push-pull circuit. The stage on transistors Q7 and Q8 serves to amplify rectangular pulses in voltage and current sufficient for the key output stage operation on IGBT transistors Q9 and Q10, Q11 and Q12 (IRG4PC50F), included in pairs in each arm of the push-pull circuit. Parallel switching on two IGBT transistors in each arm allowed increasing the limiting switching current and reducing losses by lowering the resistance of the arm in the open state. The output stage is connected to the previous one using a broadband high-frequency transformer similar to T1 (not shown in the diagram). The output stage is also loaded on a broadband high-frequency transformer (not shown in the diagram), which output is connected to the EMAT, for example [1].

**Fig. 2.** Electric schematic diagram of CPS for feeding high-frequency electromechanical transducers

**Fig. 3.** Time diagram of the output signals generators
Power units of the generator’s stages are not shown in the diagram. To test the developed CPS characteristics, tests were performed when it was connected to the active load and when the EMAT load was operating in a resonance mode.

Fig. 4 shows the amplitude-frequency response of CPS with an active load equal to 0.5 Ω in the frequency range exceeding the range of 1 ... 3 MHz. The measurements were performed using an oscilloscope SDS7202.

Data analysis (Fig. 4) shows that the amplitude-frequency response of CPS in the frequency range 1 ... 3 MHz is close to uniform. This means that the use of IGBT transistors in the switching mode in the output push-pull stages allows covering the traditionally used frequency range for measurements, monitoring and diagnostics. In this case, the peak current in the active load exceeds 100 A.

Studying generator’s operation when connecting resonant EMAT, the following procedure was used. The high-frequency electromechanical transducer [1] was mounted on a metal (high-carbon steel) with various gaps between the inductor and the metal. The CPS frequency controller fed EMAT into resonance. It is taken into account that the basis of any EMAT is a high-frequency inductor and that the inductance of this inductor is different for different gaps. Consequently, the resonant frequency of the transducer will also be different. This position was confirmed by the data in Fig. 5, which showed the amplitude-frequency response of CPS together with EMAT resonant type. In this case, the high-frequency inductor was connected in parallel with an additional capacitor of 10^4 pF. The inductance of the high-frequency inductor, taking into account power cables and CPS output parameters, was about 1 ... 2 μH. The backlash was established with the help of gaskets made of glass-textile of various thicknesses. The measurements were performed using an oscilloscope SDS7202.

Data analysis (Fig. 5) shows that when the gap is reduced, the EMAT resonance frequency increases approximately in inverse proportion to the frequency of the power current: with a gap of 7 mm – about 1.3 MHz; with a gap of 4.5 mm – about 1.6 MHz; with a gap of 2 mm – about 2.05 MHz and with a gap of 1 mm – about 2.45 MHz. These data confirm that CPS must necessarily have a frequency regulation of the power current. Its own amplitude-frequency response should be close to linear in order to ensure the same power conditions for the transducer. Especially these requirements are important for automatic or automated measurements, monitoring and diagnostics, when it is impossible to maintain the exact gap size (usually several millimeters).

It is obvious that the CPS current feeding the EMAT can not instantaneously bring into operation the parallel resonant circuit of the electromechanical transducer. This requires several periods of the generator current frequency, Fig. 6. At the same time, the required number of periods for EMAT output to the operating mode also depends on the gap size. Consequently, it is necessary to regulate the periods number of the filling frequency for the pulse packet of the CRPG.

Fig. 6. A typical voltage on the EMAT [1] when feeding CPS

It is known that the current in the resonant circuit exceeds the current coming from the power source [12]. To evaluate its value, a shunt with a resistance of 0.01 Ω was built into the parallel resonant EMAT circuit. During resonance, its voltage was 4.5 V. Consequently, the current in the EMAT high-frequency conductor was about 450 A. The requirement to increase the degree of electromagnetic energy transformation into high-frequency mechanical one by increasing the current in the EMAT inductor developed by CPS on the basis of IGBT transistors is satisfied.

Conclusions.

1. The main regulations for the creation of powerful current pulse sources for feeding high-frequency electromechanical transducers for measuring, monitoring and diagnostics of electrical devices based on IGBT transistors are developed.
2. A practical implementation of a powerful current pulse generator based on IGBT transistors of the IRG4PC50F type is proposed, which provides currents of up to 450 A in the frequency range 1 ... 3 MHz with a pulse packet duration of 1 ... 20 in the inductor of a high-frequency electromechanical transducer.

3. It is shown that CPS provides a significant increase in the current of a high-frequency inductor when feeding the resonant EMA transducers, thereby increasing electromagnetic energy transformation into high-frequency mechanical one in electrically conductive and ferromagnetic materials.

4. The necessity to regulate the frequency and duration of power pulses for high-frequency electromechanical transducers intended for measurements, monitoring and diagnostics is determined and experimentally confirmed.

5. It is experimentally determined that the gap increase between the high-frequency EMAT inductor and the surface of an electrically conductive ferromagnetic metal leads to a decrease in the resonant frequency of the transducer, approximately in inverse proportion to the current frequency. This effect is due to the influence of metal properties on the inductance of the high-frequency EMAT inductor located with a gap above the product surface.
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